From Protocol No. 6:

"What we want is that industry should drain off from the land both labor and capital and by means of speculation transfer into our hands all the money of the world, and thereby throw all the goyim into the ranks of the proletariat. Then the goyim will bow down before us, if for no other reason but to get the right to exist... We shall raise the rate of wages which, however, will not bring any advantage to the workers, for at the same time, we shall produce a rise in prices of the first necessities of life, alleging that it arises from the decline of agriculture and cattle-breeding; we shall further undermine artfully and deeply sources of production, by accustoming the workers to anarchy and to drunkenness and side by side therewith taking all measure to extirpate from the face of the earth all the educated forces of the goyim... In order that the true meaning of things may not strike the goyim before the proper time we shall mask it under an alleged ardent desire to serve the working classes and the great principles of political economy about which our economic theories are carrying on an energetic propaganda."
HAS AMERICA A WORKERS' PROBLEM?

America not only has a workers' problem, but the workers' problem IS America's problem. Solve the workers' problem with its many causes and accompanying ills and you have untangled all of America's problems.

This is for the consumption of our conservative patriots who still frown upon "socialism" both national and international and advance a theory of "National-Capitalism." They believe, in other words, that the patriot's duty lies not in helping the workers fight for recognition of their rights and social justice, but in aiding the capitalists in erecting a new system of special privilege.

"Capitalism" whether national or international is an economic system based upon rights that root neither in work nor character, but ownership of wealth. It suggests immediately money power, greed, materialism. "Socialism" suggests at once communal welfare based upon mutual cooperation.

It does not matter that Marx has defamed the word, that the state of socialism envisioned by him is anti-natural and impracticable. What matters is that the workers dream of a State where social justice rules for all, and that they WANT such a State and are willing to fight for it.

Men have never fought for money, nor for an economic system. They have fought and still fight for IDEALS only. Even the Jews consider money only a MEANS to achieving their racial dream of world superiority, not an end in itself. So does the worker not merely fight for "higher wages" and general better living conditions, but rather for the ideal State in which human beings live side by side in mutual good-will which means a happier life for all.

Now, if Marx has given the suppressed workers a will-o'-the-wisp ideal that can never be practically realized and would mean destruction to all if tried, what is to stop us from giving them an ideal that IS possible to attain? Why cannot we show them the REAL LIGHT instead of the will-o'-the-wisp of Marx? Do we lack the ability to teach them to distinguish fact from lie?

International socialism conflicts with the laws of nature, for there can be no brotherhood of good-will where all the races of the world with their highly marked differences must live together and their natural inclinations are willfully destroyed. That would be like taking handfuls of mixed seeds of grain, flowers, etc. and throwing them helter-skelter in one field, expecting a rich harvest from this mixup. Not! Each type of grain, each type of flower seed, must have its own particular kind of soil, its own field, where it can thrive and develop. So do the human races have precise climatic and soil-bound requirements that are a life necessity and must be considered in any scheme dealing with human existence. The Aryan's nature is best attuned to the lands in the North, the Negro's to the tropics of Africa, the Arab's to the sandy deserts of Arabia, the Filipino's to his islands, etc.

As a farmer must comply with the laws of nature, so must human beings among themselves keep order by relying upon their natural instinct for guidance.

NATIONAL socialism is entirely in accord with all natural laws. Its rules of social justice are not based upon an abstract economic system, but reckon with the TRAITS OF HUMAN CHARACTER that determine the economic welfare of a nation. Therefore it is an ideal that is not only practical but a natural requirement, whose foundation offers the only satisfactory solution to America's workers problem.

Socialism is attainable only through true Nationalism. Whereas our "National-Capitalists" see in the coming of Socialism only a change of economic system (from the capitalistic to the socialistic), we are concerned with the CONTENTS of these forms, rather than with their schematic outward appearance. Nationalism, which means consciousness of all sacred duties to the race, gives content and life to socialism. Therefore NATIONAL socialism means communal welfare that is ever kept alive by the PEOPLE. The form of "National-Capitalism" thrives upon the germs of individual selfishness and money-greed. It is founded upon materialism, not idealism.
Our "National-Capitalists" are more interested in "Capitalism" than they are in "Nationalism." They fear Communism not because of the havoc it would strike to the spiritual and ideal possessions of the nation but because of the harm to their own petty material interests.

The American money-bag patriots do not need our help. They carry a great part of the responsibility for our present social evils, which means that the best man-material is by no means found in the capitalistic class. In the future the State will not revolve about them or their economic system, on the contrary: they must become workers themselves and as workers serve their nation; they must become socialists and put the communal welfare above their own. Let our "National-Capitalists become socialists and our international socialists become Nationalists.

The new ideal is National socialism; and the new State will be socialistic, i.e., mindful of the common welfare, and not capitalistic, i.e., a servant of capitalism.

It is high time that the "National-Capitalists", who are loudest in warning of the dangers of Bolshevism as it raged in Russia, learn a lesson from Russia themselves. The white Russians lost out against Bolshevism chiefly because they were blind to the sufferings of their poor and refused to realistically deal with Russia's social problems. Though they fought bravely, their fighting was done to save the Czarist regime and their own station in the monarchy. They fought for an ideal that had become disrupt. They lacked the power to see a new ideal: the ideal of social justice for workers and peasants.

Shall America experience the same fate? Shall we remain blindfolded and let the chasm widen between employer and employe?

The masses of America's working men and women are already stampeding. No proposal of a "national-capitalistic" system will halt them. Tell them instead of the great ideal of National socialism, take away the leadership of the red communist socialists and give them national-socialistic leaders that are fanatically sincere in their motives and patriotism, and they will stop in their wild stampede. They will march in the right direction: towards a new national-socialistic America.

JEWISH HIGH FINANCE KILLS FRAZIER-LEMKE BILL

The Frazier-Lemke Farm Relief Bill was again defeated. The reason given by the members of the House voting against it was that the Bill carried a threat of inflation. The real reason was that it was opposed by the Roosevelt money gang, and our "representatives" have once more proven their subservience to Jewish high finance. The Jew-controlled press, spokesmen for both capitalism and communism all combined in denouncing the Bill. Curiously, too, all of New York State representatives voted against the Bill.

What is the Frazier-Lemke Bill? "Social Justice" of March 13 explains the purposes of the Bill as follows:

"The Frazier-Lemke Farm Refinancing Bill simply accepts the real wealth of the nation, consisting of the lands and buildings and livestock of the farms, as a base for credit. Hitherto, the only base for credit used by the Federal Reserve Banks was the mass of securities held by these privately owned banks. Naturally, the owners of the Federal Reserve banks are opposed to the Frazier-Lemke Bill because it proposes to legislate that the real agricultural wealth (1) of America is just as sound a base against which both credit and currency may be issued as is the mass of stocks and bonds held in the vaults of the Federal Reserve banks. Therefore, the money changers say that the Bill is inflationary.

"As a matter of fact, it contains no inflationary principle that is not already operating through the instrumentality of the Federal Reserve banks. It simp-
ly-challenges the right of these banks to limit the issuance of credit and currency against the stocks of manufacturing corporations and the bonds of New York skyscraper buildings.

"It places on a par with automobile factories the hundreds of farms which are just as valuable, and accepts on the same principle the barn and farm home and the herds of cattle as the Federal Reserve bankers accept the Fifth Avenue apartments, the night clubs and other bonded property in New York City. In other words, the Frazier-Lemke Bill gives the farmer the same opportunity to obtain credit as it does the manufacturer and the flibdwellers of the city."

The debt of farmers in mortgages amounts to about $8 Billion which bear 6, 7 and 8 per cent interest. Farmers are unable to carry on, because prices for farm products have fallen whereas prices for what the farmer has had to buy have stayed up. Approximately 2000 farms are being foreclosed daily and there is a threat of a wholesale foreclosure of 1,000,000 farms. Income of farmers has dropped from $17,000,000,000 in 1919 to $5,000,000,000 in 1932, and more since then. All of which gives us only a slight idea of the dreadful plight of the American farmer.

The Frazier-Lemke Bill would alleviate the aggravating farming conditions and help the farmer to gain foothold. The "inflation" scare is a sieve that holds no water, for we are right in the midst of inflation with the dollar valued at 50c or less, and with public debt rising and redoubling itself from day to day, causing the greatest danger of inflation. Extending credit to farmers against real wealth of property and livestock is no inflation because the wealth for which the money is issued is actually there. Money issued to bankers for speculation is inflation.

If farmers could loan from the government at the rate of 3½ interest, they could pay off 6% interest bearing mortgages, which would enable them in time to become the real owners of their farms. The government dole handed out to them now keeps them in debt, which is what the government wants.

A government that is not interested in seeing the farmers work out their troubles, but in DISOWNING them and annexing their property to the government for purposes of collectivism, could not be expected to consider a measure that would help the farmer.

JEW TO SUCCEED LINCOLN

Alexander Lincoln who was forced to resign from his post as head of the State Board of Tax Appeals, because he had stated in a letter that "the Jewish threat is a real one," has been succeeded by a Jew, Abraham Webber, according to "The Spokesman," a Jewish Weekly, of May 1st.

The campaign to oust Lincoln was begun by Governor James M. Curley of Massachusetts, who said that the Republicans of the Republic in which Lincoln was a member, "were organized to destroy the standing of the Jews in America, which standing has been built up through faithful, devoted and patriotic service since the founding of the Republic." The statement was made at the Massachusetts Department of Jewish War Veterans, where a resolution was drawn up against Lincoln stating that he was "an unworthy and unfit public official."

The day may not be too far distant, Governor Curley, when men like you who are supposed to represent the AMERICAN people in office and not the Jewish, will be considered UNWORTHY AND UNFIT for public office because of such deplorable ignorance on the Jewish question, which is dangerous to the welfare of America.

JEW BLUM AND FRANCE

The Jew Blum is in a precarious position in France. An official report in the N.Y. Times and the Youngstown Jewish Times stated that "Because a Jewish premier would complicate the already delicate political relations between Nazi Germany and France and because the French Fascists would find a Jew at the head of the French government a shining target, Leon Blum will not accept the Premiership of France." Discarding the established "Gentile Front" for the real (Jewish) Marx-
ist leaders, gives the Jew-wise ones an opportunity to stress the truth. Knowing and fearing this, but apparently Jew Blum and his Moscow allies changed their mind, drafting therefore a plan whereby they could set a smoke-screen before the world's eyes, namely to "do the honorable thing by the U.S. and pay back her loans."

No doubt many an American innocent thought this a noble intention on the part of Jew Blum and his heart softened a bit in his favor.

Now, just what is the big plan? The N.Y. Times of May 17 writes:

"It is possible that should the idea which has been started of the desirability of a final arrangement gain momentum, Washington might succeed in getting paid a billion dollars. And practically all of that would have to come from Britain and France. There is little chance of collecting much more."

"And in order to get that much we would have to permit the sale of British and French Government securities in New York."

That would be fine, wouldn't it? THE AMERICAN PEOPLE WOULD FIRST HAVE TO GIVE THEIR MONEY TO FRANCE AND PERHAPS BRITAIN THROUGH FOREIGN GOVERNMENT OWNED SECURITIES, SO THAT THIS MONEY COULD BE PAID BACK TO U.S. BANKS.

To Jew Blum, or for that matter Jew Morgenthau, it makes no difference. The Jewish bankers and Jewish Marxists are all of the same family and such little matters like nationality don't count at all.

In his speech before the American Club in Paris on May 15, Blum said:

"I trust with all my force that this misunderstanding can be effaced — if we together manage by a common effort to realize another State of Europe and of the world — if we succeed in remaking the world and freeing it from all those barriers which bind us (racial and national DIFFERENCES that are natural, which the Marxists call "Barriers." Ed.) — if we can give back activity and intensity to business — if we can manage to put an end to the spirit of autarchy, to the antagonisms of tariffs and currencies which paralyze relations among the States of Europe and between Europe and other countries."

Note that he speaks of a STATE OF EUROPE and a STATE OF THE WORLD, and see how this harmonizes with Secretary Hull and Mr. Seyre's ideas (quoted in this issue from George N. Peek's article "IN AND OUT," in our article "The Roosevelt Hodge-Podge", wherein Mr. Peek says, "They (present U.S. government officials) would remake the United States as an incident to remaking the world."). They are all of the idea that tariffs for national protection, debts owed between nations, etc. must go in order to bring about a "world brotherhood," where the Jews own and run everything.

How many people realize that Blum is sounding a threat of war when he speaks of a STATE OF EUROPE. There is at least one nation in Europe that will never relinquish its national rights and become part of a mongrel European State. Now, if Blum as spokesman for France echoes the plans of Moscow, namely to remake Europe and the world into a single State, then THAT MEANS SECRET PLANS FOR WAR having already been made between Moscow and Paris and possibly the Czechoslovakian government. For Germany would have to be smashed and annihilated in a European war before she could be counted as part of a Bolshevic European State. We see therefore that Hitler's warnings about a planned war by the Bolshevic powers of Europe are fully justified.

Already this Jew Blum is looking upon the United States with its present governing heads as a close ally.

At this point we refer our readers to our article in No. 4, Vol. II, of May 5, "France Adventuring" in which we pointed out the striking similarity in historical developments between France and America, because of the same Freemasonic influence injected by Jewry. In his speech Jew Blum verified everything we said in our article. Blum said:

"It is natural that this affinity and friendship should be found between nations which have the same ideal of social justice (Marxistic brand. Ed.) It is natural that these bonds should exist among nations that in the same (I) struggle
have recovered or consolidated their independence... American independence was one of the determined causes of the French Revolution (based upon Jewish Freemasonic Jacobinism); that the declaration of the rights of man crossed the Atlantic before reaching France and that, after all, it was you who set us the example of a republic.

"In recalling these historic facts, I would add that the political parties to whom the recent elections have given a majority, claim their direct descent from the French Revolution and, pardon me this liberty, I wish to say that I can lay claim to a double title, for if I have never bragged of it, neither have I ever concealed it, that I belong to a race which owes to the French Revolution human liberty and equality that it should never forget."

It is worthwhile to analyze these statements.
"The present parties CLAIM DESCENT FROM THE FRENCH REVOLUTION." We have pointed out that Freemasonry, which gave birth to the French revolution is a product of the same race that gave birth to the Bolshevick Revolution. In other words, Freemasonry was only a stepping stone for Jewry. It gave them equal rights as citizens of a foreign State to which as a nation they did not belong. Bolshevick, brought about through a revolution similar to the French in 1789, enlarges these rights and brings them to the top, namely as MASTERS of the world.

Naturally the French Revolution being an outgrowth of Jewish Jacobinism, it would grant the Jews equal rights before French Law as it granted them equal rights before American Law, just as in Russia after the Bolshevick Revolution, the Jews immediately became the masters.

Jewish movements are always WORLD movements because the Jews want the world as their home and the world's populace as their slaves.

America, just because it lies on the western hemisphere of the globe is not excepted. IT HAS BEEN SUBJECT TO THE SAME JEWISH PLANNING IN THE PAST AND CAN LOOK FORWARD TO THE SAME EVENTS IN THE FUTURE AS THOSE THAT HAVE JUST OCCURED IN FRANCE.

But whether or not Leon Blum becomes French Premier, French patriots are already learning. The entire anti-Semitic front has regretted the seeming laxity on the part of Count Casimir de la Rocque, chief of the Croix de Feu and other French Fascist leaders, regarding Jews. Some of these leaders were of the opinion that exceptions had to be made among Jews because "there might be some 'good' Jews." The recent elections have opened their eyes, and Charles Maurras, head of the "action Française" writes:

"We have made a grievous mistake. We have been too lenient with the Jews; we should not have demobilized after Judah's victory in the Dreyfus Affaire. We have allowed our militant anti-Jewish organizations of those days to die out. The result is that the Jews have ruled, ruined and looted France for half a century. But from this moment onward our slogan 'No more Mercy! Death to the Jewish rabble! Strike down the Jews whenever and wherever you meet them!'"

Will the election of Blum also help Americans to wake up?

--- * ---

MORE JEWS ARRIVE HERE

Another load of Jews, 375 in number, arrived on the S.S. Manhattan on May 15th. They came "under special quota privilege," since they are "persecuted people." The majority of them were doctors, dentists, chemists, biologists and other professionals, and they will make themselves ably felt in those professions forcing Americans out of practice.

"Patriotic" organizations opposing "alien" immigration, please note!! These organizations might effect some good if they were man enough to call the infant by its right name, and were to fight "Jewish" immigration instead of merely "alien" immigration. The American people do not want any more Jews in this country, already having enough on their hands and would support any fight to stop any further influx of Jews into this country. Before we can start throwing the Jews out, the least we can do is to stop them from coming in!

DON'T FORGET HUEY P. LONG, KILLED BY A JEW!!
Porto Rico: This island is in an uproar. Zizuncheck has landed and has the situation well in hand. To prove it; he smashed one car, one truck, one gate, was offered a duel (which he refused), told the Governor how to run the island, escaped arrest by claiming Senate immunity, and after having settled the affairs of the island thusly, he demanded a guard of honor from the marines. All this goes under the name of "People's representative, democratic" etc. Well, they put a muzzle on the travelling Jew. To save him from an enraged populace, the Governor flung him aboard a plane. The curses of the people put double speed under the little red Jew's wings. Gosh, how we wish we could ship him out of the U.S.A. the same way, and tie the rest of the Jew Braintrusters to the tail of the plane for a much needed airing.

--- * ---

Washington, D.C.: Senate fights rise in income tax. — Lovely, Folks. Question: Who has an income left these days? Answer: The Finance Jews. There is one thing the Jews abhor: paying taxes (they only like to collect them). Of course we want the tax on big incomes to pass. You see, folks, we are safe; our people have no income left, and the government has not yet gotten around to a soup tax. So — tax the Jewish incomes heavily, Delano — if you really mean it. We believe it's another phoney gesture of the kind the government has got used to.

--- * ---

Washington: Ickes to state views on share of Relief Fund. — Ickes had an appointment with the U.S. Senate. So he just cancelled it. Too much work for the big shot to keep appointments, especially when questions are going to be asked concerning money. Representative Steimer remarked: "I'd like to know whether we are going to spend this money only on relief." — So would we. We'd like to know very badly. But of course if Ickes breaks dates with the U.S. Senate, what chance have we got to get the answer. It's only taxpayers' money Ickes is going to spend after all. Ickes only does what Roosevelt has inaugurated as a government past time. Do you know the little boondoggle game "No-Questions-Answered"?

--- * ---

Albany: Appropriations show that state government expenses are mounting. — Of course they are. One reason, Jew Lehman promised tax cuts and economy. Being a Jew Kol Midreist he did the exact opposite. Robed us with more taxes and employed every Jew this side of hell in a government office. The people paid, and paid and paid. If the big boss in Washington can break a few hundred promises, why cannot a little Jewish Governor break a few dozen? Ain't their money, anyway. Only one way to stop this "growing expenditure of government." If we kick them out, they won't cost us a cent — so let's do it.

--- * ---

Did You Know

That LaGuardia, the Red, who has been elected on a reform platform plus promise to cut and reduce taxes, has levied $37,000,000 more taxes upon our city? The major part of which is used to pay salaries of political jobbers?

That the graft, crime and vice situation under the "Fusion" administration has grown worse, as the investigations prove?

That Communist power has increased under Fiorello's rule 40%?

THINK, VOTER, THINK!

--- * ---

Believe it or not, folks, but we still have honest men among us — but they all resign from government. There's Representative McCarthy from California, who said the surrender of powers by Congress to the President has resulted in a
"What is the Talmud? Who are its authors and when was it compiled?"

These questions have been answered on this page by us, but today we shall let a Jew, Rabbi Solomon Reichman of the Bronx, answer them (The Courier, October 1935), putting this question to the Jews: Can you prove that what we have said previously about the Talmud, its contents, authors and purposes, is false? We have your answer in Rabbi Reichman's statements:

"The Talmud is a Corpus Juris, an encyclopedia of law, civil and penal, ecclesiastical and international, human and divine. It represents an enormous body of discussion and amplification of the laws, ethics, beliefs and traditions contained in the Bible. It is not the work of one author or several authors, but rather the result of the collective labors of many successive generations, covering a period of nearly 1000 years.

"The Talmud is also a storehouse of 'Haggadah', and contains thousands of anecdotes, parables and legends.

"Tradition has it that in the time of R. (Rabbi. Ed.) Ashi (d. 427) the mass of Talmudic material reached such proportions as to render its oral study extremely difficult. R. Ashi therefore undertook the task of compiling, systematizing and clarifying the previously disconnected (I) and conflicting (I) parts of the Talmud. (They are still disconnected and conflicting. Ed.)

"One of the interesting facts about the Talmud is that it has had a history almost similar to that of its creator, the Jew. Like the Jew it was singled out for persecution. (Remember what we have said: The Jew created the Talmud and not the Talmud the Jew. The Talmud laws are a mirror of the Jewish soul. Ed.) Louis IX burned twenty-four carloads of Talmuds in Paris. Many a time it has been banned and excommunicated (do you wonder why? Ed.). In the sixteenth century the Benedictine Monks made a particular determined effort to destroy it. Even in modern days we have seen the Talmud singled out for persecution. Very often our enemies engage the services of some renegade Jew, to gather from the Talmud all passages that might be misinterpreted as grotesque and ridiculous, so that the world might form an unfavorable impression of the Talmud and of the people who treasure it. (This is another Jewish lie. In Germany, where revelations of the Talmud were made into a campaign against Julius Streicher, there are numerous court records of charges against Streicher for "misinterpretations" of the Talmud. The Jews again and again had him put on trial but on the testimony of experts on Talmud-Texts, the then Jew-friendly courts had to dismiss the charges against Streicher. There are other instances where rewards were promised to anyone proving that well-known immoral laws in the Talmud were not in the Talmud, and the money-greed Jews could not collect because the truth had been told. Ed.)

"Like the Jew, however, the Talmud has survived all its persecutions and I see the day dawning when it will be recognized by the entire world as a storehouse of true wisdom and the highest and loftiest human ideas and ideals."

Note carefully the underlined words. Their source is that arrogant Jewish assumption that the Jew is a super human being, a "chosen of God." This "prophecy" contains the Jewish hope of bringing the entire world under dominion of the Jew. It means that the Gentile world would come to pay homage to the Jew, as the creator of the Talmud, rather than the Talmud itself, because many of the "Ideals" quoted therein are valid only for Jews (See annex to this article.). Jew and Talmud are inseparable. Where the Jew would rule, his ideas, his Talmud, would rule.

The idea of making the Jewish religion the dominant or only religion of the world is also found in the "Protocols of the Elders of Zion," showing again that these documents were not forged, but harmonize perfectly in all detail with Jewish plans and hopes expressed elsewhere.
TALMUD LAW (Continued from last page)

The Talmud passage reads:

"The King of the Jews will be the real Pope of the Universe, the patriarch of an international Church . . . But, in the meantime, while we are re-educating youth in new traditional religions and afterwards in ours (1), we shall not overtly lay a finger on existing churches, but we shall fight against them by criticism calculated to produce schism."

There are still people who are in awe of the "Jewish prophesies" that mysteriously become "fulfilled."

Here we see a Jew arrogantly "propheying" the time when all the world will bow down before the Jew and his Talmud. The Protocols show us how these "prophecies are PLANNED in order to become "fulfilled."

These "fulfillments" then are no more than carefully designed and executed secret plans, which are fed to the unknowing Goyim to paralyze counter-action, and assure the Jew's success. However, WE HOLD THE POWER TO BREAK THEM ONCE THEY BECOME RECOGNIZED AND UNMASKED. The more we shall know about the Talmud, the more we will realize how vitally important it is that Jewish influence be destroyed.

Below follow some of the "ideals" of the Talmud:

"The world has been created for the sake of the Jews; they are the fruit, the other peoples the peel. One sees therefore that there actually is no other peoples besides the Jewish; the others are its peel." (Schene luchoth ha-berith 124 b)

"Although the peoples of the world may outwardly resemble the Israelites, in reality they are only like the monkey in comparison to a human being." (dito 250 b)

"Those heathens (non-Jews) and kingdoms that refuse to serve you, shall be destroyed and their people laid waste." (Isaias 60, 12)

AS WE SEE IT (Continued from page 7)

"dangerous situation" and that he could not conscientiously accept $10,000 a year "for doing nothing."

We are waiting for other honest men to show themselves - but the hope is frail.

HARLEM VICE RING BROKEN

From the Des Moines Sunday Register, April 26, 1936:

"New York, N.Y. (U.P.) - Seven members of a vice ring alleged to have flourished in several cities by supplying white women to Negroes were arraigned before a Federal Commissioner Saturday.

"Three Negroes were charged with Mann act violations and were held in $7,500 bail each for the grand jury, for allegedly having transported women from Chicago to Harlem. Four white women were held as material witnesses.

"Federal agents said they had found on one of the defendants a manual detailing methods of inducing women into prostitution and keeping them enslaved. Torture, use of drugs and liquor and infection with social diseases were among the methods suggested."

WHY WAS THIS ABOMINABLE OUTRAGE SUPPRESSED IN NEW YORK CITY'S NEWSPAPERS WHERE IT WAS COMMITTED?

WHY WERE THE NAMES OF THE SEVEN MEMBERS OF THE VICE RING OMITTED IN THE REPORT PUBLISHED IN THE DESMOINES SUNDAY REGISTER?

This vice ring seems to operate independently of Luciano's ring now under fire of Prosecutor Dewey, as no reference was made in the press to a Harlem vice ring. Luciano's gang with the exception of perhaps two members is exclusively Jewish.

NO DOUBT THE NAMES OF THOSE ARRESTED IN THE HARLEM VICE RING ARE ALSO JEWISH which is the reason they were withheld from publication.

The practices described of this gang are so unspeakably low and beastly as to seem almost unbelievable, the perpetration of human devils.

It is all very well to blame the Jews and point out that they have instituted and control white slavery, but THIS IS STILL OUR COUNTRY AND WE ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR WHAT HAPPENS HERE. How much longer then shall these things happen under our very noses?
Let us get out of our complacency and awaken at last to the responsibility that is ours. The above facts show clearly enough to what extent our control in the nation has been reduced, if through vice and crime we have reached this level. Are we to let it slide altogether or are we to stand up like White Men and act like White Men? -- LET YOUR ACTION BE YOUR ANSWER!

NAHUM SOKOLOW DEAD

Dr. Nahum Sokolow, powerful Zionist leader, died on May 17th in London, England. Sokolow took part in the "peace" negotiations of Versailles in 1919 together with other important Jews such as S.M. Baruch.

He will be best remembered by non-Jews, however, for the following words: "The League of Nations is a Jewish idea. We created it after a fight of 25 years," and "The League of Nations is a Jewish idea, and Jerusalem will some day become the capital of the world's peace."

AMERICAN DOCTORS ASSAIL "TWILIGHT" BIRTH

Kansas City, May 14 – American doctors attacked vigorously, painless birth methods for mothers known as "twilight sleep."

One process rendering women unconscious during childbirth through the use of drugs, was reported as having been used by Drs. Otto S. Krebs, George L. J. Wulff and Helman C. Wasserman. Another such method was recommended by Drs. C. E. Colloway, Robert M. Grier and Robert Blessing.

These methods were denounced by Dr. Gertrude Neilsen of Oklahoma City, herself a mother of three children. The protests were based upon the ground that such interference with natural birth would harmfully rebound upon both mother and child in various ways, often permanently affecting both.

Dr. Nielsen stated that the extremely high maternal mortality in the United States is a result of the constant increase of the use of analgesics in childbirth and exaggerated "fussing," much of it was caused by magazine articles harping on the pains of childbirth and planting fear in the minds of American women. She said that "the use of anything that deadens the sensation distorts the natural process of childbirth and depresses the respiratory functions of the child."

Many interesting analyses and citations of experiments with drugs on rabbits, cats and dogs, showed the dangerous effect of drugs upon human mothers and infants, as it is natural to conclude that drugs seriously affect the delicate constitutions of infants.

Reference to this steadily increasing mortality rate is never made without an expression of surprise that this could be possible in a country "so highly civilized" as the United States where all the "latest" inventions of "progressive" science were at the disposal of the American mother.

It is simple enough to see that the idea of "painless childbirth" is only one result of "modernism," "pacifism" and a pseudo-science that seeks not to corroborate, discover or work with the laws of nature, but dabbles in the realms of abstract theories that are essentially Jewish.

Almost everyone can recall the times when our mothers or grandmothers gave birth to nearly a dozen or more children, often without even the aid of a midwife, and how these women, despite frequent childbirth and the care of their brood, performed tasks in field and house that today would seem herculean to many a modern mother with but one child.

It is indeed gratifying to see that at last a woman's voice courageously protests against the unnatural and dangerous practices of modern physicians interfering with natural childbirth, an outgrowth of cowardly thinking, for which the whole nation will suffer in future.

The heroic spirit in men has already awakened. They are drawing away from the teachings of cowardly pacifists, feeling that to fight, suffer and perhaps die for their country if need be, is a joy. Now women, too, are showing the same spirit, and demand that they be given the privilege to bear the price of suffering
for the life they bring into the world, unthwarted by Jewish pseudo-science. That is woman's greatest challenge to Judah.

---

THE ROOSEVELT HODGE-PODGE

In his initial installment article appearing in the Saturday Evening Post of May 16, George N. Peek, former AAA Administrator, outlines his experiences with the Roosevelt administration. Collaborator is Samuel Crowther who also collaborated with Henry Ford on his book "My Life and Work."

The experiences of Peek collectively paint a picture of the Roosevelt administration that is sheer chaos. While it shows tendencies of Liberty League or kindred influences, it is interesting to follow the distinct footprints of Judah's trail.

Greatest significance lies in the fact that Bernard M. Baruch, Jewish financier and "unofficial president" is quoted as being the constant adviser of Roosevelt, checking bills before they are sent for conference, etc.

As the inventors and executioners of crazy abstract theories of collectivism Peek names Felix Frankfurter, Jerome Frank (both Jews), and Rex Tagwell.

He criticizes sharply Secretary of State Hull and F. B. Sayre, whom he calls a "doctrinaire who believes in the brotherhood of man which is somehow to be brought about through the League of Nations and international free trade."

Hull's low tariff theories are attacked as detrimental to the U.S. in that they permit foreign-made goods to flood our markets, that are not balanced out by a few meager concessions gained from other countries.

We recommend that our readers obtain a copy of the Saturday Evening Post.

---

ATTENTION, NEW YORK READERS: The subject of the above article will be thoroughly discussed and analyzed in a lecture given by the AMERICAN WORKERS PROGRESSIVE CLUB, Tuesday, May 19th, at 1591 Second Ave. (82nd & 83rd Sts.) A prominent lecturer will extract certain of Mr. Peek's statements and compare them to parallel statements in the Protocols of the Elders of Zion, thus showing that the Roosevelt hodge-podge is nothing but a pre-arranged Jewish plan.

Such matters of national interest and importance are discussed regularly at the same address on Tuesday of each week, and listeners are permitted to ask questions which will be answered from the platform.

---
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